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Description: ______________

 

THE NO.1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER BY AWARD WINNER KATE ATKINSON

 

'An unapologetic novel of ideas which is also wise, funny and paced like a thriller' Observer

 

In 1940, eighteen-year old Juliet Armstrong is reluctantly recruited into the world of espionage. Sent to an obscure department of MI5 tasked with

monitoring the comings and goings of British Fascist sympathizers, she discovers the work to be by turns both tedious and terrifying. But after the war

has ended, she presumes the events of those years have been relegated to the past for ever.

 

Ten years later, now a producer at the BBC, Juliet is unexpectedly confronted by figures from her past. A different war is being fought now, on a

different battleground, but Juliet finds herself once more under threat. A bill of reckoning is due, and she finally begins to realize that there is no action

without consequence.

 

Transcription is a work of rare depth and texture, a bravura modern novel of extraordinary power, wit and empathy. It is a triumphant work of fiction

from one of this country's most exceptional writers.

 

'How vehemently most novelists will wish to produce a masterpiece as good' Telegraph

______________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

x

Description: WINNER OF THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE 2018

 

'Milkman is extraordinary. I've been reading passages aloud for the pleasure of hearing it. It's frightening, hilarious, wily and joyous all at the same

time.' - Lisa McInerney, author of The Glorious Heresies

 

In this unnamed city, to be interesting is dangerous. Middle sister, our protagonist, is busy attempting to keep her mother from discovering her maybe-

boyfriend and to keep everyone in the dark about her encounter with Milkman. But when first brother-in-law sniffs out her struggle, and rumours start to

swell, middle sister becomes 'interesting'. The last thing she ever wanted to be. To be interesting is to be noticed and to be noticed is dangerous.

 

Milkman is a tale of gossip and hearsay, silence and deliberate deafness. It is the story of inaction with enormous consequences. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Transcription  Kate Atkinson (Author)

Series: Edition:

Imprint: Black Swan Publisher: Transworld Publishers Ltd

Pub Date: 21 Mar 2019 Publishing Status: Active

Published in: United Kingdom

Paperback / softback B-format paperback 416pp h198mm x w127mm x s25mm 283g

ISBN13: 9780552776653   ISBN13: 978-0-552-77665-3   ISBN10: 0552776653   EAN:
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Milkman  Anna Burns (Author)

Series: Edition: Main

Imprint: Faber & Faber Publisher: Faber & Faber
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Paperback / softback 368pp h198mm x w129mm x s22mm 290g

ISBN13: 9780571338757   ISBN13: 978-0-571-33875-7   ISBN10: 0571338755   EAN:
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Description: Discover the love story that captured 21 million hearts . . . will yours be next?

 

THE NO. 1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER & SHORTLISTED FOR A NATIONAL BOOK AWARD

 

'It's a beautifully told, inspiring tale of what can happen when you leave your comfort zone, listen to your heart and trust it will all be OK' Heat

____________

 

Lou Clark knows too many things . . .

 

She knows how many miles lie between her new home in New York and her new boyfriend Sam in London.

 

She knows her employer is a good man and she knows his wife is keeping a secret from him.

 

What Lou doesn't know is she's about to meet someone who's going to turn her whole life upside down.

 

Because Josh will remind her so much of a man she used to know that it'll hurt.

 

Lou won't know what to do next, but she knows that whatever she chooses is going to change everything.

 

Follow Lou Clark's adventures in this spellbinding conclusion to the love story that captured 21 million hearts.

____________

 

'Immensely readable and enjoyable' Sunday Times

 

A joyful story with a pitch-perfect ending' Daily Express

 

'Fun, emotional and a damn good read' Sun

 

'A funny, thoughtful and uplifting conclusion to the trilogy' Sunday Express 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: THE NUMBER ONE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER

 

WINNER OF THE COSTA NOVEL AWARD 2018

WINNER OF THE AN POST IRISH BOOK AWARDS NOVEL OF THE YEAR

Still Me: Discover the love story that captured 21 million hearts  Jojo Moyes

(Author)

Series: Edition:

Imprint: Penguin Books Ltd Publisher: Penguin Books Ltd

Pub Date: 30 Jan 2019 Publishing Status: Active

Published in: United Kingdom

Paperback / softback 480pp h198mm x w129mm x s29mm 332g

ISBN13: 9781405924207   ISBN13: 978-1-4059-2420-7   ISBN10: 1405924209   EAN:

9781405924207

Normal People  Sally Rooney (Author)

Series: Edition: Main

Imprint: Faber & Faber Publisher: Faber & Faber

Pub Date: 02 May 2019 Publishing Status: Forthcoming
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Paperback / softback 288pp h198mm x w129mm x s17mm 230g

ISBN13: 9780571334650   ISBN13: 978-0-571-33465-0   ISBN10: 0571334652   EAN:
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WINNER OF THE SPECSAVERS NATIONAL BOOK AWARDS INTERNATIONAL AUTHOR OF THE YEAR

SHORTLISTED FOR THE IRISH NOVEL OF THE YEAR AWARD 2019

LONGLISTED FOR THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE 2018

LONGLISTED FOR THE WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION 2019

LONGLISTED FOR THE RATHBONES FOLIO PRIZE 2019

 

Connell and Marianne grow up in the same small town in the west of Ireland, but the similarities end there. In school, Connell is popular and well-liked,

while Marianne is a loner. But when the two strike up a conversation - awkward but electrifying - something life-changing begins.

 

Normal People is a story of mutual fascination, friendship and love. It takes us from that first conversation to the years beyond, in the company of two

people who try to stay apart but find they can't. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: Tombland is the seventh novel in C. J. Sansom's number one bestselling Shardlake series.

 

Summer, 1549.

 

Two years after the death of Henry VIII, England is sliding into chaos . . .

 

The nominal king, Edward VI, is eleven years old. His uncle Edward Seymour, Duke of Somerset, rules as Protector. The extirpation of the old religion

by radical Protestants is stirring discontent among the populace while the Protector's prolonged war with Scotland is proving a disastrous failure and

threatens to involve France. Worst of all, the economy is in collapse, inflation rages and rebellion is stirring among the peasantry.

 

Since the old King's death, Matthew Shardlake has been working as a lawyer in the service of Henry's younger daughter, the Lady Elizabeth. The

gruesome murder of Edith Boleyn, the wife of John Boleyn - a distant Norfolk relation of Elizabeth's mother - which could have political implications for

Elizabeth, brings Shardlake and his assistant Nicholas Overton to the summer assizes at Norwich. There they are reunited with Shardlake's former

assistant Jack Barak. The three find layers of mystery and danger surrounding Edith's death, as a second murder is committed.

 

And then East Anglia explodes, as peasant rebellion breaks out across the country. The yeoman Robert Kett leads a force of thousands in

overthrowing the landlords and establishing a vast camp outside Norwich. Soon the rebels have taken over the city, England's second largest.

 

Barak throws in his lot with the rebels; Nicholas, opposed to them, becomes a prisoner in Norwich Castle; while Shardlake has to decide where his

ultimate loyalties lie, as government forces in London prepare to march north and destroy the rebels. Meanwhile he discovers that the murder of Edith

Boleyn may have connections reaching into both the heart of the rebel camp and of the Norfolk gentry . . .

 

Includes an Historical Essay from the author on Reimagining Kett's Rebellion. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Tombland  C. J. Sansom (Author)

Series: The Shardlake series Edition:

Imprint: Mantle Publisher: Pan Macmillan

Pub Date: 02 May 2019 Publishing Status: Active
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Description: The hilarious second novel, and Sunday Times No 1 Bestseller, from author of the smash hit Why Mummy Drinks.

         

 

 

          Monday, 25 July

The first day of the holidays. I suppose it could've been worse. I brightly announced that perhaps it might be a lovely idea to go to a stately home and

learn about some history. As soon as we got there I remembered why I don't use the flipping National Trust membership - because National Trust

properties are full of very precious and breakable items, and very precious and breakable items don't really mix with children, especially not small boys.

 

Where I had envisaged childish faces glowing with wonder as they took in the treasures of our nation's illustrious past, we instead had me shouting

`Don't touch, DON'T TOUCH, FFS DON'T TOUCH!" while stoutly shod pensioners tutted disapprovingly and drafted angry letters to the Daily Mail in

their heads.

How many more days of the holiday are there?

 

 

          Welcome to Mummy's world...

The Boy Child Peter is connected to his iPad by an umbilical cord, The Girl Child Jane is desperate to make her fortune as an Instagram lifestyle

influencer, while Daddy is constantly off on exotic business trips...

Mummy's marriage is feeling the strain, her kids are running wild and the house is steadily developing a forest of mould. Only Judgy, the Proud and

Noble Terrier, remains loyal as always.

Mummy has also found herself a new challenge, working for a hot new tech start-up. But not only is she worrying if, at forty-two, she could actually get

up off a bean bag with dignity, she's also somehow (accidentally) rebranded herself as a single party girl who works hard, plays hard and doesn't have

to run out when the nanny calls in sick.

Can Mummy keep up the facade while keeping her family afloat? Can she really get away with wearing `comfy trousers' to work? And, more

importantly, can she find the time to pour herself a large G+T?

Probably effing not. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: *** PICKED AS A BOOK OF THE YEAR BY RED AND THE GUARDIAN ***

 'The last line will make you literally shout with shock' Good Housekeeping

'Terrifically twisty ... hooks from the first page' Sunday Times

 

On a bright morning in the London suburbs, a family moves into the house they've just bought on Trinity Avenue. Nothing strange about that. Except it's

your house. And you didn't sell it.

Why Mummy Swears  Gill Sims (Author)

Series: Edition:

Imprint: HarperCollins Publishers

Ltd

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

Pub Date: 21 Dec 2018 Publishing Status: Active

Published in: United Kingdom

Paperback / softback Unsewn / adhesive bound 368pp h198mm x w129mm x s23mm 250g

ISBN13: 9780008284220   ISBN13: 978-0-00-828422-0   ISBN10: 0008284229   EAN:

9780008284220

Our House: The Sunday Times bestseller everyone's talking about  Louise

Candlish (Author)

Series: Edition:

Imprint: Simon & Schuster Ltd Publisher: Simon & Schuster Ltd

Pub Date: 01 Sep 2018 Publishing Status: Active

Published in: United Kingdom

Paperback / softback B-format paperback 448pp h198mm x w130mm x s26mm

ISBN13: 9781471168062   ISBN13: 978-1-4711-6806-2   ISBN10: 1471168069   EAN:

9781471168062



 

 'If 2018 brings a better book than Our House I will eat my hat. Addictive, twisty and oh so terrifyingly possible' CLARE MACKINTOSH

 `I raced through it this weekend. Such a smart idea. Twisty, warped, credible. Brilliantly plotted and compelling. Deserves to be such a hit' SARAH

VAUGHAN

 `Louise Candlish is a great writer; she inhaled me into her nightmarish world where everything we think we know is ripped from under our feet'  FIONA

BARTON

 

FOR BETTER, FOR WORSE.

 When Fi Lawson arrives home to find strangers moving into her house, she is plunged into terror and confusion. She and her husband Bram have

owned their home on Trinity Avenue for years and have no intention of selling. How can this other family possibly think the house is theirs? And why

has Bram disappeared when she needs him most?

 

FOR RICHER, FOR POORER.

 Bram has made a catastrophic mistake and now he is paying. Unable to see his wife, his children or his home, he has nothing left but to settle scores.

As the nightmare takes grip, both Bram and Fi try to make sense of the events that led to a devastating crime. What has he hidden from her - and what

has she hidden from him? And will either survive the chilling truth - that there are far worse things you can lose than your house?

 

TILL DEATH US DO PART.

 

 ''A masterfully plotted, compulsive page-turner' Guardian

 'Keeps you guessing to the end - and beyond'Stylist

 'Whip-smart, knowing and brilliantly plotted' INDIA KNIGHT

 'A corker' Evening Standard

 'Terrific premise' New York Times

 'Wonderfully plotted' JANE GARVEY, Woman's Hour

 'A blood pressure-raising thriller' Red

 `Gripping and heartbreaking with an undercurrent of unease running through it' LOUISE JENSEN

 `What a book! Fast, edge-of-your-seat stuff. Each time I set the book down I had to remind myself to breathe' broadbeanbooks

 `Oh Louise Candlish, you are a genius! Our House is just brilliant. Scarily believable with the BEST ending I have read in a long time. I devoured it!'

CLAIRE FROST, Fabulous magazine 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: THE NUMBER ONE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER. GET READY FOR THE BIGGEST THRILLER OF 2018!

         

 

 

          What did she see?

 

 

          It's been ten long months since Anna Fox last left her home. Ten months during which she has haunted the rooms of her old New York house

like a ghost, lost in her memories, too terrified to step outside.

 

 

          Anna's lifeline to the real world is her window, where she sits day after day, watching her neighbours. When the Russells move in, Anna is

instantly drawn to them. A picture-perfect family of three, they are an echo of the life that was once hers.

 

 

          But one evening, a frenzied scream rips across the silence, and Anna witnesses something no one was supposed to see. Now she must do

everything she can to uncover the truth about what really happened. But even if she does, will anyone believe her? And can she even trust herself?

 

The Woman in the Window  A. J. Finn (Author)

Series: Edition:

Imprint: HarperCollins Publishers

Ltd

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

Pub Date: 02 Jan 2018 Publishing Status: Active

Published in: United Kingdom

Paperback / softback Unsewn / adhesive bound 448pp h234mm x w153mm x s33mm 580g

ISBN13: 9780008234164   ISBN13: 978-0-00-823416-4   ISBN10: 0008234167   EAN:

9780008234164



 

          `Astounding. Thrilling. Amazing' Gillian Flynn

 

 

          `One of those rare books that really is unputdownable' Stephen King

 

 

          `Twisted to the power of max' Val McDermid

 

 

          `A dark, twisty confection' Ruth Ware

 

 

          `An incredible debut. I loved it... a brilliant page turner' Jane Harper, author of The Dry 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: THE NUMBER ONE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER

         

            OVER 2 MILLION COPIES SOLD!

         

 

 

          `Astounding. Thrilling. Amazing' Gillian Flynn

 

 

          `One of those rare books that really is unputdownable' Stephen King

 

 

          'Twisted to the power of max' Val McDermid

 

 

          `A dark, twisty confection' Ruth Ware

 

 

         

            What did she see?

         

 

 

          It's been ten months since Anna Fox last left her home. Ten months during which she has haunted the rooms of her old New York house, lost in

her memories, too terrified to step outside.

 

 

          Anna's lifeline to the real world is her window, where she sits, watching her neighbours. When the Russells move in, Anna is instantly drawn to

them. A picture-perfect family, they are an echo of the life that was once hers.

 

 

          But one evening, a scream rips across the silence, and Anna witnesses something horrifying. Now she must uncover the truth about what really

happened. But if she does, will anyone believe her? And can she even trust herself? 

The Woman in the Window  A. J. Finn (Author)

Series: Edition:

Imprint: HarperCollins Publishers

Ltd

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

Pub Date: 29 Nov 2018 Publishing Status: Active

Published in: United Kingdom

Paperback / softback Unsewn / adhesive bound 448pp h198mm x w129mm x s29mm 330g
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9780008234188



_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: A New York Times top-ten bestseller and a Richard and Judy Book Club Pick 2018.

 

'A fiendishly clever thriller in the vein of Gone Girl and The Girl on the Train. This one will keep you guessing.' - Anita Shreve, author of The Stars are

Fire

 

When you read this book, you will make many assumptions.

 

It's about a jealous wife, obsessed with her replacement.

 

It's about a younger woman set to marry the man she loves.

 

The first wife seems like a disaster; her replacement is the perfect woman.

 

You will assume you know the motives, the history, the anatomy of the relationships.

 

You will be wrong.

 

The Wife Between Us is the first collaboration between Greer Hendricks and Sarah Pekkanen; a gripping thriller with film rights sold to the creators of

The Girl On the Train. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

x

Description: SOMEONE TOOK DAISY MASON... SOMEONE YOU KNOW.

 

The RICHARD AND JUDY BOOK CLUB pick everyone is raving about, this pulse-pounding thriller about the search for a missing child is perfect for

fans of THE COUPLE NEXT DOOR.

 

'One of the best crime thrillers I have ever read' Kathryn Croft

 

HOW CAN A CHILD GO MISSING WITHOUT A TRACE?

 

Last night, eight-year-old Daisy Mason disappeared from a family party. No one in the quiet suburban street saw anything - or at least that's what

they're saying.

 

The Wife Between Us: A Richard and Judy Book Club Pick 2018  Greer

Hendricks (Author)  Sarah Pekkanen (Author)

Series: Edition:

Imprint: Pan Books Publisher: Pan Macmillan

Pub Date: 26 Jul 2018 Publishing Status: Active
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Close to Home: The 'impossible to put down' Richard & Judy Book Club

thriller pick 2018  Cara Hunter (Author)

Series: DI Fawley Edition:

Imprint: Penguin Books Ltd Publisher: Penguin Books Ltd

Pub Date: 14 Dec 2017 Publishing Status: Active
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Paperback / softback 400pp h198mm x w129mm x s24mm 277g

ISBN13: 9780241283097   ISBN13: 978-0-241-28309-7   ISBN10: 0241283094   EAN:

9780241283097



DI Adam Fawley is trying to keep an open mind. But he knows the nine times out of ten, it's someone the victim knew.

 

That means someone is lying...

And that Daisy's time is running out.

 

Introducing DI Fawley and his team of Oxford detectives, and a Richard and Judy Book Club pick for Spring 2018, CLOSE TO HOME is the new crime

thriller series to get addicted to.

 

WHAT AUTHORS AND READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT CLOSE TO HOME:

 

'THE LAST TWIST WAS A GENUINE STROKE OF GENIUS' John Marrs

 

'A MAZEY, GRIPPING READ' Ian Rankin

 

'A 5-STAR PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER' D. Elliott Amazon Reviewer Vine Voice

 

'COMPULSIVE, WITH AN ENDING YOU WILL NOT SEE COMING' Emma Kavanagh

 

'AN ABSOLUTELY UNPUTDOWNABLE READ' Mrs C. Swarfield Amazon Reviewer Vine Voice

 

'I FINISHED CLOSE TO HOME IN ONE SITTING!' Nuala Ellwood, author of My Sister's Bones

 

'CLOSE TO HOME HAD ME SO GRIPPED I COULDN'T PUT THIS CHILLING BOOK DOWN. CARA HUNTER IS A MASTERFUL STORYTELLER'

Sarah Ward

 

'I ABSOLUTELY LOVED HOW [CLOSE TO HOME] WAS WRITTEN - REMINDING ME OF THE TV PROGRAMME BROADCHURCH. A FAST-

PACED, TWISTY-TURNY DEBUT THAT HAD ME DYING TO KNOW WHODUNNIT' Mel Sheratt 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: THE NO.1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER

40 MILLION BOOKS SOLD WORLDWIDE

 

He's the best cop they've got.

 

When a drug bust turns into a bloodbath it's up to Inspector Macbeth and his team to clean up the mess.

 

He's also an ex-drug addict with a troubled past.

 

He's rewarded for his success.  Power. Money. Respect. They're all within reach.

 

But a man like him won't get to the top.

 

Plagued by hallucinations and paranoia, Macbeth starts to unravel. He's convinced he won't get what is rightfully his.

 

Unless he kills for it.

 

`The king of all crime writers'

Macbeth  Jo Nesbo (Author)

Series: Edition:

Imprint: Vintage Publisher: Vintage Publishing

Pub Date: 20 Sep 2018 Publishing Status: Active

Language: English
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Sunday Express 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: *****THE INSTANT NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER*****

 

 

 

The iconic Ian Rankin returns with the essential must-read thriller of the year."Loved In A House Of Lies. How does Rebus keep on getting better and

better? Ian Rankin is a genius."

LEE CHILD

 

"One of British crime writing's greatest characters: alongside Holmes, Poirot and Morse ... Beautifully told, superbly constructed and utterly

engrossing."

DAILY MAIL

 

"Absolutely wonderful. Clever, gripping, a fabulous read."

KATE MOSSE

 

"Rankin's Latest and Greatest. It is stunning. I didn't sleep for three nights reading it."

JILLY COOPER

 

* * * * *

 

IN A HOUSE OF LIES...

 

Everyone has something to hide

A missing private investigator is found, locked in a car hidden deep in the woods. Worse still - both for his family and the police - is that his body was in

an area that had already been searched.

 

Everyone has secrets

Detective Inspector Siobhan Clarke is part of a new inquiry, combing through the mistakes of the original case. There were always suspicions over how

the investigation was handled and now - after a decade without answers - it's time for the truth.

 

Nobody is innocent

Every officer involved must be questioned, and it seems everyone on the case has something to hide, and everything to lose. But there is one man who

knows where the trail may lead - and that it could be the end of him: John Rebus.

 

* * * * *

 

"Grips from the first sentence. No one in Britain writes better crime novels today."

EVENING STANDARD

 

"There's no one like Ian Rankin for bringing us right into the world of detectives. In A House of Lies is a must-read."

TANA FRENCH

 

"Thrillingly told, with the best cast in contemporary crime, Rankin is one of the most significant social commentators of our time. Just read the book. It

In a House of Lies: The Brand New Rebus Thriller - the No.1 Bestseller  Ian

Rankin (Author)

Series: Edition:

Imprint: Orion (an Imprint of The

Orion Publishing Group
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Publisher: Orion Publishing Co

Pub Date: 28 May 2019 Publishing Status: Forthcoming
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302g

ISBN13: 9781409176909   ISBN13: 978-1-4091-7690-9   ISBN10: 1409176908   EAN:
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says it better than I can."

DENISE MINA

 

"Rankin remains the most consistent practitioner of finely crafted, richly detailed, literary crime novels being produced today. He's always been at the

top of his game, and this latest is no exception."

LINWOOD BARCLAY

 

"A first-rate crime novel: tense, twisty and often very funny. A real joy - Rebus still makes sparks fly."

ELLY GRIFFITHS

 

"Definitely not to be missed. Rankin's at the top of his form here, and no reader will go away disappointed."

PETER ROBINSON 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: Winner of the Tonight Show Summer Reads with Jimmy Fallon.

 

Tomi Adeyemi conjures a stunning world of dark magic and danger in her West African-inspired fantasy debut Children of Blood and Bone.

 

They killed my mother.

They took our magic.

They tried to bury us.

Now we rise.

 

Zelie remembers when the soil of Orisha hummed with magic. When different clans ruled - Burners igniting flames, Tiders beckoning waves, and

Zelie's Reaper mother summoning forth souls.

 

But everything changed the night magic disappeared. Under the orders of a ruthless king, anyone with powers was targeted and killed, leaving Zelie

without a mother and her people without hope. Only a few people remain with the power to use magic, and they must remain hidden.

 

Zelie is one such person. Now she has a chance to bring back magic to her people and strike against the monarchy. With the help of a rogue princess,

Zelie must learn to harness her powers and outrun the crown prince, who is hell-bent on eradicating magic for good.

 

Danger lurks in Orisha, where strange creatures prowl, and vengeful spirits wait in the waters. Yet the greatest danger may be Zelie herself as she

struggles to come to terms with the strength of her magic - and her growing feelings for an enemy.

 

The movie of Children of Blood and Bone is in development at Fox 2000/Temple Hill Productions with the incredible Karen Rosenfelt and Wyck

Godfrey (Twilight, Maze Runner, The Fault In Our Stars) producing it. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: Marinka dreams of a normal life, but her house has chicken legs and moves on without warning. For Marinka's grandmother is Baba

Yaga, who guides spirits between this world and the next. Marinka longs to change her destiny and sets out to break free from her grandmother's

footsteps, but her house has other ideas... 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: From the million-copy bestselling author of THE PARENT AGENCY and BIRTHDAY BOY comes a wildly entertaining wish-fulfilment

adventure that asks the question: what would happen if the strictest head teacher swapped bodies with the naughtiest kid in school?

 

 

         

            Strictest head   naughtiest boy = chaos.

         

 

 

          Bracket Wood is about to be visited by the school inspectors. But there's one big problem: Ryan Ward.

 

 

          The maestro of practical jokes, Ryan has played so many tricks that in the end the Head Teacher just walks out. And then the new Head

Teacher, Mr Carter, arrives. A man so strict even the teachers are scared of him. So imagine his surprise - and Ryan's - when they swap bodies.

 

 

          Now Ryan is Head Teacher - and his mortal enemy is one of his pupils. It's every naughty kid's dream!

 

 

          But soon Bracket Wood School is in a total mess - and only its worst ever pupil can fix it... 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The House with Chicken Legs  Sophie Anderson (Author)  Melissa Castrillon
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Description: Winner of the Costa Children's Book Award 2018.

 

The Skylarks' War is a beautiful story following the loves and losses of a family growing up against the harsh backdrop of World War One, from the

award-winning Hilary McKay.

 

Clarry and her older brother Peter live for their summers in Cornwall, staying with their grandparents and running free with their charismatic cousin,

Rupert.  But normal life resumes each September - boarding school for Peter and Rupert, and a boring life for Clarry at home with her absent father, as

the shadow of a terrible war looms ever closer. 

 

When Rupert goes off to fight at the front, Clarry feels their skylark summers are finally slipping away from them. Can their family survive this fearful

war? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: Only for sale in the Indian subcontinent.

         

 

 

          From No. 1 bestselling children's author, David Walliams comes his biggest and most epic adventure yet! Illustrated by the artistic genius Tony

Ross.

 

 

          This is the story of a ten-year-old orphan and a 10,000-year-old mammoth...

 

 

         

            Read all about it! Read all about it!

         

 

 

          ICE MONSTER FOUND IN ARCTIC!

 

 

          When Elsie, an orphan on the streets of Victorian London, hears about the mysterious Ice Monster - a woolly mammoth found at the North Pole -

she's determined to discover more...

 

The Skylarks' War  Hilary McKay (Author)

Series: Edition:

Imprint: Macmillan Children's

Books

Publisher: Pan Macmillan
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The Ice Monster  David Walliams (Author)  Tony Ross (Illustrated by)

Series: Edition:
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Pub Date: 06 Nov 2018 Publishing Status: Active
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Paperback / softback Unsewn / adhesive bound 496pp h198mm x w129mm 270g

ISBN13: 9780008324056   ISBN13: 978-0-00-832405-6   ISBN10: 0008324050   EAN:
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          A chance encounter brings Elsie face to face with the creature, and sparks the adventure of a lifetime - from London to the heart of the Arctic!

 

 

          Heroes come in all different shapes and sizes in David Walliams' biggest and most epic adventure yet! 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

x

Description: A fantastic new story featuring a much-loved old friend, this brilliant new book from Jacqueline Wilson is packed full of illustrations from

Nick Sharratt throughout. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

x

Description: 'A cracking historical novel - with a twinge of the surreal - about passion and obsession' The Times

 

SHORLISTED FOR THE WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION 2018

 

One September evening in 1785, the merchant Jonah Hancock finds one of his captains waiting eagerly on his doorstep. He has sold Jonah's ship for

what appears to be a mermaid.

 

As gossip spreads through the docks, coffee shops, parlours and brothels, everyone wants to see Mr Hancock's marvel. Its arrival spins him out of his

ordinary existence and through the doors of high society, where he meets Angelica Neal, the most desirable woman he has ever laid eyes on... and a

courtesan of great accomplishment. This meeting will steer both their lives onto a dangerous new course.

 

What will be the cost of their ambitions? And will they be able to escape the legendary destructive power a mermaid is said to possess? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

My Mum Tracy Beaker  Jacqueline Wilson (Author)  Nick Sharratt (Illustrated

by)  Nick Sharratt (Designed by)
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x

Description: THE NUMBER ONE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER, PICKED FOR THE ZOE BALL TV BOOK CLUB

 

`Ruth Jones is excellent on human nature and why we make the mistakes we do. I felt for every character. Unputdownable.' Jojo Moyes

*****

In her unmissable debut, actress and screenwriter Ruth Jones shows us the dangers of trying to recapture that which was once lost and failing to

realise the beauty of what we already have.

*****

`We spend most of our lives wishing we were somewhere else or someone else, or looking forward or harping back. Always thinking the grass is

greener on the other side. But it never is. It's still grass. Just a different patch of it, that's all.'

*****

The past has a habit of tracking us down. And tripping us up.

 

When Kate was twenty-two, she had an intense and passionate affair with a married man, Callum, which ended in heartbreak. Kate thought she'd

never get over it.

 

Seventeen years later, life has moved on - Kate, now a successful actress, is living in London, married to Matt and mother to little Tallulah. Meanwhile

Callum and his wife Belinda are happy together, living in Edinburgh and watching their kids grow up. The past, it would seem, is well and truly behind

them all. 

 

But then Kate meets Callum again.

 

And they are faced with a choice: to walk away from each other . . . or to risk finding out what might have been.

 

Second chances are a rare gift in life. But that doesn't mean they should always be taken . . .

*****

'I love books about gnarly, messy relationships and this one kept me gripped from the beginning. A great read.' Jane Fallon

 

`Heart-rending, provocative and astutely written, Never Greener is a love story about getting what you want and losing everything you need. Ruth's

characters will stay with me for a long time.' Cathy Bramley 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

x

Description: The incredible bestselling true story. For readers of The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas and The Diary of Anne Frank

 

Heart-breaking - a tale of love and survival amidst the horrors of Auschwitz

Human - the real story behind one of the most potent symbols of the Holocaust - the blue numbers tattooed on prisoners' arms

Never Greener  Ruth Jones (Author)

Series: Edition:

Imprint: Black Swan Publisher: Transworld Publishers Ltd

Pub Date: 21 May 2019 Publishing Status: Forthcoming

Published in: United Kingdom

Paperback / softback B-format paperback 528pp h198mm x w127mm x s31mm 360g

ISBN13: 9781784162221   ISBN13: 978-1-78416-222-1   ISBN10: 1784162221   EAN:

9781784162221

The Tattooist of Auschwitz: Young Adult edition including new foreword and

Q+A by the author plus further additional material  Heather Morris (Author)

Series: Edition:

Imprint: Hot Key Books Publisher: Hot Key Books

Pub Date: 23 May 2019 Publishing Status: Forthcoming

Published in: United Kingdom

Paperback / softback 304pp h198mm x w129mm x s22mm 283g

ISBN13: 9781471408496   ISBN13: 978-1-4714-0849-6   ISBN10: 1471408493   EAN:

9781471408496



Inspirational - the very best of humanity in the very worst of circumstances

Unforgettable - a story untold for over seventy years is finally shared

Life-affirming - one man's determination to survive and live a full life with the woman he loved

Fully verified - Lale Sokolov's background and story has been fact-checked against all available documentary evidence

 

The Story

 

The Tattooist of Auschwitz is based on the true story of Lale and Gita Sokolov, two Slovakian Jews who survived Auschwitz. When Lale, given the job

of tattooing the prisoners, saw Gita waiting in line, it was love at first sight. In that moment he determined to keep them both alive. This is a story of

hope and of courage. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

x

Description: The Richard & Judy Book Club Pick and Sunday Times Bestseller

 

'The sweetest, most uplifting, lovely book about courage, friendship, love' Marian Keyes

 

London, 1941. Amid the falling bombs Emmeline Lake dreams of becoming a fearless Lady War Correspondent. Unfortunately, Emmy instead finds

herself employed as a typist for the formidable Henrietta Bird, the renowned agony aunt at Woman's Friend magazine. Mrs Bird refuses to read, let

alone answer, letters containing any form of Unpleasantness, and definitely not those from the lovelorn, grief-stricken or morally conflicted.

 

But the thought of these desperate women waiting for an answer at this most desperate of times becomes impossible for Emmy to ignore. She decides

she simply must help and secretly starts to write back - after all, what harm could that possibly do?

 

'A proper comfort read' India Knight

 

'A joy from start to finish. Dear Mrs Bird is as funny as it is heart-warming' John Boyne 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

x

Description: The baby is dead. It took only a few seconds.

 

When Myriam, a brilliant lawyer, decides to return to work, she and her husband look for a nanny for their two young children. They never dreamed

they would find Louise: a quiet, polite and devoted woman who sings to their children, cleans the family's chic Paris apartment, stays late without

complaint and hosts enviable birthday parties. But as the couple and their nanny become more and more dependent on each other, jealousy,

resentment and suspicions increase, until Myriam and Paul's idyllic domesticity is shattered . . . 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Dear Mrs Bird  AJ Pearce (Author)

Series: Edition:

Imprint: Picador Publisher: Pan Macmillan

Pub Date: 27 Dec 2018 Publishing Status: Active

Published in: United Kingdom
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ISBN13: 9780571337545   ISBN13: 978-0-571-33754-5   ISBN10: 0571337546   EAN:
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x

Description: THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER

 

 

WINNER OF THE COSTA FIRST NOVEL AWARD

WINNER OF THE BOOKS ARE MY BAG NOVEL AWARD

SHORTLISTED FOR THE SPECSAVERS NATIONAL BOOK AWARDS

SHORTLISTED FOR THE BRITISH BOOK AWARDS DEBUT OF THE YEAR

LONGLISTED FOR THE THEAKSTON OLD PECULIER CRIME NOVEL OF THE YEAR

 

 

Gosford Park meets Groundhog Day by way of Agatha Christie and Black Mirror - the most inventive story you'll read this year

 

Tonight, Evelyn Hardcastle will be killed ... Again

 

It is meant to be a celebration but it ends in tragedy. As fireworks explode overhead, Evelyn Hardcastle, the young and beautiful daughter of the house,

is killed.

 

But Evelyn will not die just once. Until Aiden - one of the guests summoned to Blackheath for the party - can solve her murder, the day will repeat itself,

over and over again. Every time ending with the fateful pistol shot.

 

The only way to break this cycle is to identify the killer. But each time the day begins again, Aiden wakes in the body of a different guest. And someone

is determined to prevent him ever escaping Blackheath...

 

SELECTED AS A BOOK OF THE YEAR BY THE GUARDIAN, I PAPER, FINANCIAL TIMES AND DAILY TELEGRAPH 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

x

Description: The Ordnance Survey Puzzle Book was 2018's bestselling Christmas gift book so why not brush up on your map reading skills and crack

an array of fiendish puzzles all whilst learning amazing facts so YOU can become the ultimate map-reader!                                      

 

Do you know your trig points from your National Trails? Can you calculate using contours? And can you fathom exactly how far the footpath is from the

free house?

 

The Seven Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle: Winner of the Costa First Novel

Award 2018  Stuart Turton (Author)

Series: Edition:

Imprint: Raven Books Publisher: Bloomsbury Publishing

PLC

Pub Date: 01 Oct 2018 Publishing Status: Active

Published in: United Kingdom

Paperback / softback 528pp h198mm x w129mm 366g

ISBN13: 9781408889510   ISBN13: 978-1-4088-8951-0   ISBN10: 140888951X   EAN:

9781408889510

The Ordnance Survey Puzzle Book: Pit your wits against Britain's greatest

map makers  Ordnance Survey (Author)  Dr Gareth Moore (Author)

Series: Edition:

Imprint: Trapeze Publisher: Orion Publishing Co

Pub Date: 18 Oct 2018 Publishing Status: Active

Published in: United Kingdom

Paperback / softback Trade paperback (UK) (Text (eye-readable)) 240pp h218mm x w144mm x

s26mm 480g

ISBN13: 9781409184676   ISBN13: 978-1-4091-8467-6   ISBN10: 1409184676   EAN:

9781409184676



Track down hidden treasures, decipher geographical details and discover amazing facts as you work through this unique puzzle book based on 40 of

the Ordnance Survey's best British maps. Explore the first ever OS map made in 1801, unearth the history of curious place names, encounter

abandoned Medieval villages and search the site of the first tarmac road in the world.

 

With hundreds of puzzles ranging from easy to mind-boggling, this mix of navigational tests, word games, code-crackers, anagrams and mathematical

conundrums will put your friends and family through their paces on the path to becoming the ultimate map-master! 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

x

Description: The long-awaited, inspirational guide to life for a generation of black British women inspired to make lemonade out of lemons, and find

success in every area of their lives.

         

 

 

         

            `This book is a gift for anyone who wants to better understand what Black women and girls are up against - and the tremendous resources they

draw upon as they make their way in the world' Sheryl Sandberg, COO of Facebook and founder of LeanIn.Org and OptionB.Org

         

 

 

         

            Slay In Your Lane is a brilliant book about what it is like to be a woman, black and a Londoner in 2018. Everyone should read it' Sadiq Khan

         

 

 

         

            `Black women today are well past making waves - we're currently creating something of a tsunami. Women who look like us, grew up in similar

places to us, talk like us, are shaping almost every sector of society.'

         

 

 

          From education to work to dating, this inspirational, honest and provocative book recognises and celebrates the strides black women have

already made, while providing practical advice for those who want to do the same and forge a better, visible future.

 

 

          Illustrated with stories from best friends Elizabeth Uviebinene and Yomi Adegoke's own lives, and using interviews with dozens of the most

successful black women in Britain - including BAFTA Award-winning director Amma Asante, British Vogue publisher Vanessa Kingori and Olympic gold

medallist Denise Lewis - Slay In Your Lane is essential reading for a generation of black women inspired to find success in every area of their lives. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Slay In Your Lane: The Black Girl Bible  Yomi Adegoke (Author)  Elizabeth

Uviebenene (With)

Series: Edition:

Imprint: Fourth Estate Ltd Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

Pub Date: 13 Jun 2019 Publishing Status: Forthcoming
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Paperback / softback Unsewn / adhesive bound 384pp h198mm x w129mm 270g

ISBN13: 9780008306304   ISBN13: 978-0-00-830630-4   ISBN10: 0008306303   EAN:
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x

Description: What does the F word mean to you? The must-read book for 2018. Follow @feminists on Instagram for updates.

 

A collection of writing from extraordinary women, from Hollywood actresses to teenage activists, each telling the story of their personal relationship with

feminism, this book explores what it means to be a woman from every point of view.

 

Often funny, sometimes surprising, and always inspiring, this book aims to bridge the gap between the feminist hashtag and the scholarly text by giving

women the space to explain how they actually feel about feminism.

 

Published in partnership with Girl Up, the UN's women's foundation, royalties will benefit the charity.

 

Curated by STYLE columnist and Pink Protest founder Scarlett Curtis, with some names still to be announced, contributors include:

 

Bridget Jones (by Helen Fielding) - Saoirse Ronan - Dolly Alderton - Karen Gillan - Alicia Garza - Jameela Jamil - Kat Dennings - Nimco Ali - Beanie

Feldstein - Olivia Perez - Amika George - Evanna Lynch - Akilah Hughes - Tanya Burr - Grace Campbell - Alison Sudol - Kiernan Shipka - Elyse Fox -

Charlie Craggs - Rhyannon Styles - Skai Jackson - Tasha Bishop - Lolly Adefope - Bronwen Brenner - Dr Alaa Murabit - Trisha Shetty - Jordan

Hewson - Amy Trigg - Em Odesser - Emi Mahmoud - Lydia Wilson - Swati Sharma 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

x

Description: `The vegan Jamie Olivers' The Times

         

         

            Want to cook ridiculously good plant-based food from scratch but have no idea where to start? With over 140 incredibly easy and outrageously

tasty all plants meals, BOSH! The Cookbook will be your guide.

         

 

 

          Henry Firth and Ian Theasby, creators of the world's biggest and fastest-growing plant-based platform, BOSH!, are the new faces of the food

revolution.

 

 

          Their online channels have over 2.3 million fans and constantly inspire people to cook ultra-tasty & super simple recipes at home. Always

ensuring they stick to fresh, supermarket-friendly ingredients, BOSH! truly is "plant-based food for everyone".

 

 

          In BOSH! The Cookbook, Ian and Henry share over 140 of their favourite go-to breakfasts, crowd-pleasing party pieces, hearty dinners,

Feminists Don't Wear Pink (and other lies): Amazing women on what the F-

word means to them  Scarlett Curtis (Author)

Series: And Other Lies Edition:

Imprint: Penguin Books Ltd Publisher: Penguin Books Ltd
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sumptuous desserts & incredible sharing cocktails.

 

 

          The book is jam-packed with fun, unpretentious and mega satisfying recipes, including Creamy Mac and Greens, Burrito Samosas, the Big Bhaji

Burger, the World's Best Pesto Lasagne, Satay Sweet Potato BOSH! Bowl, Spanish Beach Churros, Gooey PBJ Brownies and Salted Caramel

Chocolate Crunch Tart, all easy enough to be rustled up any night of the week. It's enough to convince the staunchest of carnivores to give plants a

whirl.

 

 

          Whether you're already sold on the plant-based lifestyle or you simply want to incorporate more meat, dairy and egg-free meals into your week,

BOSH! The Cookbook is your plant-based bible.

 

 

          BOSH! 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

x

Description: Lamb doner. Chicken tikka masala. Turkey burger. Doughnuts. If you think this doesn't sound like diet food, then think again. Featuring

ALL the recipes from his BBC2 TV series, Tom Kerridge shows how you can enjoy all your FAVOURITE FOODS and still LOSE WEIGHT with his

LOWER-CALORIE DIET WITH A DIFFERENCE.

 

Michelin-starred chef Tom Kerridge has been developing top recipes for nearly three decades and knows how to make things taste good. He also

understands how much willpower it takes to shift unhealthy excess weight, because he has lost over 11 stone in the last four years by following a low-

carb diet. Now Tom is turning his attention to helping food-lovers who have chosen a lower-calorie diet as their own route to weight-loss.

 

This is a lower-calorie diet with a difference - it's based on hunger-satisfying portions of delicious, lower-calorie dishes that taste amazing. The focus is

on the food that we can and should be eating to lose weight, which is easy to make and won't make you feel as though you are missing out. Recipes

include Southern-style chicken; One-layer lasagne; Chicken tikka masala; Lamb doner kebab; Beef stroganoff; Sweet potato and black bean burritos;

Sticky pork chops; and Baked doughnuts with sweet five-spice dust.

 

As Tom says: `It's impossible to stick to a diet if the food you're expected to eat is boring and doesn't fill you up. So I've developed lots of tasty and

satisfying recipes that people will love to cook and eat, but that will also help them lose weight. I truly believe that this attitude works. I've been there

myself and now I want to help others get there too.'    

 

By adopting a new, healthy approach to eating you really CAN lose weight for good. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Lose Weight for Good: Full-flavour cooking for a low-calorie diet  Tom

Kerridge (Author)
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x

Description: The Sunday Times and New York Times Bestseller. Winner at The National Book Awards 2018

 

Everything you love about Ottolenghi, made simple.

 

Yotam Ottolenghi's award-winning recipes are always a celebration: an unforgettable combination of abundance, taste and surprise. Ottolenghi

SIMPLE is no different, with 130 brand-new dishes that contain all the inventive elements and flavour combinations that Ottolenghi is loved for, but with

minimal hassle for maximum joy.

 

Bursting with colourful photography, Ottolenghi SIMPLE showcases Yotam's standout dishes that will suit whatever type of cooking you find easy -

whether that's getting wonderful food on the table in under 30 minutes, using just one pot to make a delicious meal, or a flavoursome dish that can be

prepared ahead and then served when you're ready.

 

These brilliant, flavour-forward dishes are all SIMPLE in at least one (but very often more than one) way: 

 

S    - short on time: less than 30 minutes 

I     - 10 ingredients or less

M         - make ahead

P            - pantry

L -           lazy

E            - easier than you think

 

Ottolenghi SIMPLE is the stunning new cookbook we have all been wishing for: Yotam Ottolenghi's vibrant food made easy.

 

Buy the SIMPLE 10 ingredients at ottolenghi.co.uk 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

x

Description: WINNER OF THE CHILDREN'S BOOK OF THE YEAR AT THE NATIONAL BOOK AWARDS 2018 & THE SUNDAY TIMES NUMBER 1

BESTSELLER

___________

 

'This  book can save lives. This book can change lives. This book can  help to  bring forth another generation of boys who dare to be  different.'

Benjamin Zephaniah

 

___________

 

Daniel Radcliffe, Galileo Galilei, Nelson Mandela, Louis  Armstrong,  Grayson Perry, Louis Braille, Lionel Messi, King George VI,  Jamie  Oliver... all

dared to be different.

 

Prince charming, dragon slayer, mischievous prankster... More often than not, these are the role-models boys encounter in the books they read at

home and at school. As a boy, there is an assumption that you will conform to a stereotypical idea of masculinity.

 

But what if you're the introvert kind? What if you prefer to pick up a book rather than a sword? What if you want to cry when you're feeling sad or

angry? What if you like the idea of wearing a dress?

 

There is an ongoing crisis with regards to young men and mental health, with unhelpful gender stereotypes contributing to this malaise. Stories for

Boys Who Dare to Be Different offers a welcome alternative narrative. It is an extraordinary compilation of 100 stories of famous and not-so-famous

men from the past to the present day, every single one of them a rule-breaker and innovator in his own way, and all going on to achieve amazing

things. Entries include Frank Ocean, Salvador Dali, Rimbaud, Beethoven, Barack Obama, Stormzy, Ai Weiwei and Jesse Owens - different sorts of

Stories for Boys Who Dare to be Different  Ben Brooks (Author)  Quinton

Winter (Illustrated by)
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heroes from all walks of life and from all over the world.

 

A beautiful and transporting book packed with stories of adventure and wonderment, it will appeal to those who need the courage to reject peer

pressure and go against the grain. It is the must-have book for all those boys who worry about stuff and all those parents who worry about their boys

who worry about stuff. It will educate and entertain, while also encourage and inspire.

 

*For tales of even more brilliant men who have dared to be different, STORIES FOR BOYS WHO DARE TO BE DIFFERENT 2 is out now!* 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

x

Description: An informative guide to political systems, elections, voting and government and issues including feminism, human rights, freedom of

speech and fake news, all explained with clear text and bright, infographic style illustrations. Includes tips on how to argue and debate, a glossary, and

links to specially selected websites with more information. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

x

Description: A brilliantly funny, rhyming read-aloud picture book - jam-packed with animals and silliness! From the bestselling, multi-award-winning

creators of Oi Frog!

 

Oi! Where are duck-billed platypuses meant to sit?

And Kookaburras and hippopotamuses and all the other animals with impossible to rhyme with names...

Over to you Frog!    

 

The laughter never ends with Oi Frog and Friends

 

 Praise for Oi Frog!:

'An absolute treat.' - Daily Mail

'Everyone will love it.' - Guardian

 

Oi Frog and Friends is a Top Ten Bestselling series. Oi Dog! won the 2017 Laugh Out Loud Awards (among others). And Oi Goat!  was a 2018 World

Book Day Book. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Politics for Beginners  Alex Frith (Author)  Rosie Hore (Author)  Louie

Stowell (Author)  Kellan Stover (Illustrated by)
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x

Description: Fantastically Great Women Who Made History is the eagerly anticipated follow up to Kate Pankhurst's hugely successful, Fantastically

Great Women Who Changed the World, number one best-selling children's non-fiction title. This beautiful title looks at the stories, accomplishments

and adventures of many more brilliant women from throughout history.

 

Travel through the Underground Railroad with the brave and courageous Harriet Tubman, turn the pages of the hauntingly brilliant Frankenstein with

the incredibly talented Mary Shelley and prepare yourself for an unforgettable journey through history with these and many other remarkable women.

 

Overflowing with vibrant and beautiful illustrations, and wonderfully engaging text, Fantastically Great Women Who Made History is a celebration of just

some of the inspirational women who put their mark on the world we live in. Written by the incredibly talented Kate Pankhurst, prepare to be inspired.

 

List of women featured: Elizabeth Blackwell, Qiu Jin, Boudicca, Flora Drummond, Pocahontas, Noor Inayat Khan, Harriet Tubman, Valentina

Tereshkova, Ada Lovelace, Sayyida al-Hurra, Hatshepsut, Josephine Baker, Mary Wollstonecraft, Mary Shelley 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

x

Description: SUNDAY TIMES NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER

 

"A very  funny and inspiring read! Brilliantly practical with a wide variety of  examples that make it relevant for both boys and girls (and adults)!" -

Amazon Customer

 

"A truly inspiring book for the younger generation!" - Amazon Customer

 

"Genuinely funny and engaging. There are messages in this book for both adults and children. It's a must read." - Amazon Customer

 

"An awesome book about becoming awesome. How inspiring it is to know that there's a path to awesomeness and that anyone - absolutely anyone -

can go down that path. This book shows you how." - Carol Dweck, Professor of Psychology, Stanford University

 

This positive and empowering guide, by bestselling mindset author  Matthew Syed, will help boys and girls build resilience, fulfil their  potential and

become successful, happy, awesome adults.

 

I'm no good at sport ... I can't do maths ... I really struggle with exams ... Sound familiar?

 

If you believe you can't do something, the chances are you won't try. But what if you really could get better at maths, or sport or exams? In fact, what if

you could excel at anything you put your mind to?
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You Are Awesome can help you do just that, inspiring and empowering young readers to find the confidence to realise their potential. The first

children's book from Times journalist,  two-time Olympian and best-selling mindset author Matthew Syed, it uses examples of successful people from

Mozart to Serena Williams to demonstrate that success really is earned rather than given, and that talent can be acquired. With hard work and

determination, practice and self-belief, and, most importantly, a Growth Mindset, there's no reason why anyone can't achieve anything.

 

Practical, insightful and positive, this is the book to help children build resilience, embrace their mistakes and grow into successful, happy adults.

 

Also available: The You Are Awesome Journal. Whether setting out your goals, planning the best practice ever, keeping calm with breathing exercises

or making paper aeroplanes to understand marginal gains, you'll love the brilliant activities in The You Are Awesome Journal - it's the perfect

companion to You Are Awesome! 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: I Am the Seed That Grew the Tree: A Nature Poem For Every Day Of The Year, named after the first line of Judith Nicholls' poem

'Windsong', is a lavishly illustrated collection of 366 nature poems - one for every day of the year, including leap years. Filled with familiar favourites

and new discoveries, written by a wide variety of poets, including John Agard, William Blake, Emily Bronte, Charles Causley, Walter de la Mare, Emily

Dickinson, Carol Ann Duffy, Eleanor Farjeon, Robert Frost, Thomas Hardy, Roger McGough, Christina Rossetti, William Shakespeare, John Updike,

William Wordsworth and many more, this is the perfect book for children (and grown-ups!) to share at the beginning or the end of the day, or just to dip

into. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: SUNDAY TIMES NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER

 

NEW YORK TIMES NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER

 

 

With extraordinary access to the Trump White House, Michael Wolff tells the inside story of the most controversial presidency of our time.

 

The first nine months of Donald Trump's term were stormy, outrageous - and absolutely mesmerising. Now, thanks to his deep access to the West

Wing, bestselling author Michael Wolff tells the riveting story of how Trump launched a tenure as volatile and fiery as the man himself.

 

In this explosive book, Wolff provides a wealth of new details about the chaos in the Oval Office. Among the revelations:

 

- What President Trump's staff really thinks of him

I Am the Seed That Grew the Tree - A Nature Poem for Every Day of the Year:
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- What inspired Trump to claim he was wire-tapped by President Obama

- Why FBI director James Comey was really fired

- Why chief strategist Steve Bannon and Trump's son-in-law Jared Kushner couldn't be in the same room

- Who is really directing the Trump administration's strategy in the wake of Bannon's firing

- What the secret to communicating with Trump is

- What the Trump administration has in common with the movie The Producers

 

Never before has a presidency so divided the American people. Brilliantly reported and astoundingly fresh, Michael Wolff's Fire and Fury shows us how

and why Donald Trump has become the king of discord and disunion. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: * THE NO. 1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER *

 

`It made me cry. It made me think. It made me laugh. It encouraged me to appreciate this most underappreciated of professions more than ever' Adam

Kay, author of This is Going to Hurt

 

Christie Watson was a nurse for twenty years. Taking us from birth to death and from A&E to the mortuary, The Language of Kindness is an

astounding account of a profession defined by acts of care, compassion and kindness.

 

We watch Christie as she nurses a premature baby who has miraculously made it through the night, we stand by her side during her patient's

agonising heart-lung transplant, and we hold our breath as she washes the hair of a child fatally injured in a fire, attempting to remove the toxic smell of

smoke before the grieving family arrive.

 

In our most extreme moments, when life is lived most intensely, Christie is with us. She is a guide, mentor and friend. And in these dark days of division

and isolationism, she encourages us all to stretch out a hand. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER

 

'Eye-opening, damning and hilarious' Tim Shipman, author of All Out War and Fall Out

 

"I'm a barrister, a job which requires the skills of a social worker, relationship counsellor, arm-twister, hostage negotiator, named driver, bus fare-

provider, accountant, suicide watchman, coffee-supplier, surrogate parent and, on one memorable occasion, whatever the official term is for someone

tasked with breaking the news to a prisoner that his girlfriend has been diagnosed with gonorrhoea."

 

Welcome to the world of the Secret Barrister. These are the stories of life inside the courtroom. They are sometimes funny, often moving and ultimately
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life-changing.

 

How can you defend a child-abuser you suspect to be guilty? What do you say to someone sentenced to ten years who you believe to be innocent?

What is the law and why do we need it?

 

And why do they wear those stupid wigs?

 

From the criminals to the lawyers, the victims, witnesses and officers of the law, here is the best and worst of humanity, all struggling within a broken

system which would never be off the front pages if the public knew what it was really like.

 

Both a searing first-hand account of the human cost of the criminal justice system, and a guide to how we got into this mess, The Secret Barrister

wants to show you what it's really like and why it really matters. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: An intimate, powerful, and inspiring memoir by the former First Lady of the United States, now a No.1 Sunday Times bestseller

 

'A genuine page-turner, full of intimacies and reflections' Evening Standard

 

'A polished pearl of a memoir'  New York Times

 

 'A rich, entertaining and candid memoir. And overall Obama's a fun person to sit alongside as she tells you the story of her life . . . it is as beautifully

written as any piece of fiction' i

 

 In a life filled with meaning and accomplishment, Michelle Obama has emerged as one of the most iconic and compelling women of our era. As First

Lady of the United States of America - the first African-American to serve in that role - she helped create the most welcoming and inclusive White

House in history, while also establishing herself as a powerful advocate for women and girls in the U.S. and around the world, dramatically changing

the ways that families pursue healthier and more active lives, and standing with her husband as he led America through some of its most harrowing

moments. Along the way, she showed us a few dance moves, crushed Carpool Karaoke, and raised two down-to-earth daughters under an unforgiving

media glare.

 

In her memoir, a work of deep reflection and mesmerizing storytelling, Michelle Obama invites readers into her world, chronicling the experiences that

have shaped her - from her childhood on the South Side of Chicago to her years as an executive balancing the demands of motherhood and work, to

her time spent at the world's most famous address. With unerring honesty and lively wit, she describes her triumphs and her disappointments, both

public and private, telling her full story as she has lived it - in her own words and on her own terms. Warm, wise, and revelatory, Becoming is the

deeply personal reckoning of a woman of soul and substance who has steadily defied expectations - and whose story inspires us to do the same.

 

'Offers new insights into her upbringing on the south side of Chicago and the highs and lows of life with Barack Obama. . . a refreshing level of honesty

about what politics really did to her. I have read Barack Obama's two books so far, and this is like inserting a missing piece of reality into the narrative

of his dizzying journey' Guardian

 

 'I found myself lifting my jaw from my chest at the end of every other chapter . . . this was not the Obama I thought I knew. She was more' Independent

 

'An inspirational memoir that also rings true' Daily Telegraph 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: NUMBER 1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER

         

 

 

         

            No one is born a leader. But through sheer determination and by confronting life's challenges, Ant Middleton has come to know the meaning of

true leadership. In First Man In, he shares the core lessons he's learned over the course of his fascinating, exhilarating life.

         

 

 

          Special forces training is no walk in the park. The rules are strict and they make sure you learn the hard way, pushing you beyond the limits of

what is physically possible. There is no mercy. Even when you are bleeding and broken, to admit defeat is failure.

 

 

          To survive the gruelling selection process to become a member of the elite you need toughness, aggression, meticulous attention to detail and

unrelenting self-discipline, all traits that make for the best leaders.

 

 

          After 13 years service in the military, with 4 years as a Special Boat Service (SBS) sniper, Ant Middleton is the epitome of what it takes to excel.

He served in the SBS, the naval wing of the special forces, the Royal Marines and 9 Parachute Squadron Royal, achieving what is known as the `Holy

Trinity' of the UK's Elite Forces. As a point man in the SBS, Ant was always the first man through the door, the first man into the dark, and the first man

in harm's way.

 

 

          In this fascinating, exhilarating and revealing book, Ant speaks about the highs and gut-wrenching lows of his life - from the thrill of passing

Special Forces Selection to dealing with the early death of his father and ending up in prison on leaving the military - and draws valuable lessons that

we can all use in our daily lives. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON TURNING THIRTY

 

*Winner of Autobiography of the Year at the National Book Awards 2018*

*Shortlisted for the Waterstones Book of the Year 2018*
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Award-winning journalist Dolly Alderton survived her twenties (just about) and in Everything I Know About Love, she gives an unflinching account of the

bad dates and squalid flat-shares, the heartaches and humiliations, and most importantly, the unbreakable female friendships that helped her to hold it

all together. Glittering with wit, heart and humour, this is a book to press into the hands of every woman who has ever been there or is about to find

themselves taking that first step towards the rest of their lives.

 

***************

 

'Alderton is Nora Ephron for the millennial generation'  Elizabeth Day

 

'Steeped in furiously funny accounts of one-night stands, ill-advised late-night taxi journeys up the M1, grubby flat-shares and the beauty of female

friendships, as Alderton joyfully booze-cruises her way through her twenties' Metro

 

'Deeply funny, sometimes shocking, and admirably open-hearted and optimistic'  Daily Telegraph

 

'The book we will thrust into our friends' hands . . . that will help heal a broken heart. Alderton's wise words can resonate with women of all ages. She

feels like a best friend and your older sister all rolled into one and her pages wrap around you like a warm hug'  Evening Standard

 

'A sensitive, astute and funny account of growing up millennial' Observer

 

'I loved its truth, self awareness, humour and most of all, its heart-spilling generosity'  Sophie Dahl

 

'Alderton proves a razor-sharp observer of the shifting dynamics of long term female friendship' Mail on Sunday

 

'It's so full of life and laughs - I gobbled up this book. Alderton has built something beautiful and true out of many fragments of daftness'  Amy Liptrot 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: In this unnamed city, to be interesting is dangerous. Middle sister is busy attempting to keep her mother from discovering her maybe-

boyfriend and to keep everyone in the dark about her encounter with Milkman. But when first brother-in-law sniffs out her struggle, and rumours start to

swell, middle sister becomes 'interesting'. The last thing she ever wanted to be. To be interesting is to be noticed and to be noticed is dangerous. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: 'Hugely absorbing. . .  the best Strike novel yet' SUNDAY MIRROR

 

-----

 

When Billy, a troubled young man, comes to private eye Cormoran Strike's office to ask for his help investigating a crime he thinks he witnessed as a

child, Strike is left deeply unsettled. While Billy is obviously mentally distressed, and cannot remember many concrete details, there is something

sincere about him and his story. But before Strike can question him further, Billy bolts from his office in a panic.

 

Trying to get to the bottom of Billy's story, Strike and Robin Ellacott - once his assistant, now a partner in the agency - set off on a twisting trail that

leads them through the backstreets of London, into a secretive inner sanctum within Parliament, and to a beautiful but sinister manor house deep in the

countryside.

 

And during this labyrinthine investigation, Strike's own life is far from straightforward: his newfound fame as a private eye means he can no longer

operate behind the scenes as he once did. Plus, his relationship with his former assistant is more fraught than it ever has been - Robin is now

invaluable to Strike in the business, but their personal relationship is much, much more tricky than that . . .

 

The most epic Robert Galbraith novel yet, LETHAL WHITE is both a gripping mystery and a page-turning next instalment in the ongoing story of

Cormoran Strike and Robin Ellacott.

 

-----

 

PRAISE FOR THE STRIKE SERIES: 

 

'One of the most unique and compelling detectives I've come across in years' MARK BILLINGHAM

 

'The work of a master storyteller' DAILY TELEGRAPH

 

'Unputdownable. . . Irresistible' SUNDAY TIMES

 

'Will keep you up all night' OBSERVER

 

'A thoroughly enjoyable classic' PETER JAMES, SUNDAY EXPRESS 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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x

Description: Read by Ben Whishaw and Garrick Hagon, with an afterword read by Lucy Hawking. 

 

The world-famous cosmologist and #1 bestselling author of A Brief History of Time leaves us with his final thoughts on the universe's biggest questions

in this brilliant posthumous work.

 

How did the universe begin? Will humanity survive on Earth? Is there intelligent life beyond our solar system? Could artificial intelligence ever outsmart

us?

 

Throughout his extraordinary career, Stephen Hawking expanded our understanding of the universe and unravelled some of its greatest mysteries. But

even as his theoretical work on black holes, imaginary time and multiple histories took his mind to the furthest reaches of space, Hawking always

believed that science could also be used to fix the problems on our planet.

 

And now, as we face potentially catastrophic changes here on Earth - from climate change to dwindling natural resources to the threat of artificial

super-intelligence - Stephen Hawking turns his attention to the most urgent issues for humankind.

 

Wide-ranging, intellectually stimulating, passionately argued, and infused with his characteristic humour, BRIEF ANSWERS TO THE BIG

QUESTIONS, the final book from one of the greatest minds in history, is a personal view on the challenges we face as a human race, and where we,

as a planet, are heading next.

 

A percentage of all royalties will go to charity. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: NUMBER 1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER

         

 

 

         

            No one is born a leader. But through sheer determination and by confronting life's challenges, Ant Middleton has come to know the meaning of

true leadership. In First Man In, he shares the core lessons he's learned over the course of his fascinating, exhilarating life.

         

 

 

          Special forces training is no walk in the park. The rules are strict and they make sure you learn the hard way, pushing you beyond the limits of

what is physically possible. There is no mercy. Even when you are bleeding and broken, to admit defeat is failure.

 

 

          To survive the gruelling selection process to become a member of the elite you need toughness, aggression, meticulous attention to detail and

unrelenting self-discipline, all traits that make for the best leaders.

 

 

          After 13 years service in the military, with 4 years as a Special Boat Service (SBS) sniper, Ant Middleton is the epitome of what it takes to excel.

He served in the SBS, the naval wing of the special forces, the Royal Marines and 9 Parachute Squadron Royal, achieving what is known as the `Holy

Trinity' of the UK's Elite Forces. As a point man in the SBS, Ant was always the first man through the door, the first man into the dark, and the first man

in harm's way.

 

 

          In this fascinating, exhilarating and revealing book, Ant speaks about the highs and gut-wrenching lows of his life - from the thrill of passing
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Special Forces Selection to dealing with the early death of his father and ending up in prison on leaving the military - and draws valuable lessons that

we can all use in our daily lives. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: Penguin presents the audiobook edition of Becoming by Michelle Obama.

 

An intimate, powerful, and inspiring memoir by the former First Lady of the United States

 

'A genuine page-turner, full of intimacies and reflections' Evening Standard

 

'A polished pearl of a memoir'  New York Times

 

'A rich, entertaining and candid memoir. And overall Obama's a fun person to sit alongside as she tells you the story of her life . . . it is as beautifully

written as any piece of fiction' i

 

In a life filled with meaning and accomplishment, Michelle Obama has emerged as one of the most iconic and compelling women of our era. As First

Lady of the United States of America - the first African-American to serve in that role - she helped create the most welcoming and inclusive White

House in history, while also establishing herself as a powerful advocate for women and girls in the U.S. and around the world, dramatically changing

the ways that families pursue healthier and more active lives, and standing with her husband as he led America through some of its most harrowing

moments. Along the way, she showed us a few dance moves, crushed Carpool Karaoke, and raised two down-to-earth daughters under an unforgiving

media glare.

 

In her memoir, a work of deep reflection and mesmerizing storytelling, Michelle Obama invites readers into her world, chronicling the experiences that

have shaped her - from her childhood on the South Side of Chicago to her years as an executive balancing the demands of motherhood and work, to

her time spent at the world's most famous address. With unerring honesty and lively wit, she describes her triumphs and her disappointments, both

public and private, telling her full story as she has lived it - in her own words and on her own terms. Warm, wise, and revelatory, Becoming is the

deeply personal reckoning of a woman of soul and substance who has steadily defied expectations - and whose story inspires us to do the same.

 

'Offers new insights into her upbringing on the south side of Chicago and the highs and lows of life with Barack Obama. . . a refreshing level of honesty

about what politics really did to her. I have read Barack Obama's two books so far, and this is like inserting a missing piece of reality into the narrative

of his dizzying journey' Guardian

 

'I found myself lifting my jaw from my chest at the end of every other chapter . . . this was not the Obama I thought I knew. She was more' Independent

 

'An inspirational memoir that also rings true' Daily Telegraph 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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